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ABSTRACT 
We suggest a different point of view on some aspects of classical invariant theory. 
A tensor is regarded as a multiply subscripted array of numbers which represents a 
multilinear form in a natural way. Two tensors are equivalent if they represent the 
same symmetric multilinear form. Canonical forms for symmetric 2 × 2 × 2 tensors are 
derived from this point of view and can be regarded as a generalization f Sylvester's 
law of inertia. In addition, some problems concerning the classification of cubic forms 
and cubic hmctionals under the action of various groups are suggested. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to suggest a different point of view on some 
aspects of classical invariant theory, rather than to present any results which 
are totally new. Let me begin by explaining how I became interested in these 
matters. One of the most beautiful results of elementary mathematics is that, 
except for degenerate cases, the graph of Ax 2 + 2Bxy  + Cy ~ + Dx + Ey  + F 
= 0 is an ellipse ff B 2 - AC  < 0, a parabola if B 2 - AC  = 0, and a hyperbola 
if B 2 - AC  > O. What is the story on the cubic Ax 3 + 3Bxg"y + 3Cxy 2 + Dy  3 
+ Ex 2 + Fxv + Gy  ~ + Hx + Iy + J = 0? In the case of the quadratic Ax 2 + 
2Bxv  + Cy 2, the discriminant B 2 - AC  is an example of an invariant with 
respect to an invertible linear transformation of (x ,g ) .  More precisely, 
suppose that T is an invertible linear transformation with determinant A and 
that (x', y ' )  = T( x, y ). Then ff A(  x ' )  ~ + 2B x" g' + C(y ' )  2 = ax 2 + 2bxy  + cy 2, 
then b ~ - ac = A2(B 2 - AC) .  We say that B 2 - AC  is an invariant of index 2. 
There are expressions which are invariants of the cubic Ax 3 +3Bx~v +3Cxg 9 
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+ Dy 3 with respect o invertible linear transformations. Here is an example: 
Let 
R = AC-  B 2, 
2S = AD - BC,  
T= BD - C 2. 
Then RT - S e is called the discriminant and tunas out to be an invariant of 
index 6. However, RT-  S 2 cannot be used all by itself to give a complete 
classification of the cubics. In 1711 Newton became the first one to classify 
the cubics when he noticed an astonishing connection between cubic curves 
and the Weierstrass p-function. Newton proved that any cubic could be 
transformed into yz= 4x3 cx-  d. But Newton used not only invertible 
linear transformations, but also collineations. Suppose that 4x 3 -  cx -  d = 
4(x - pl)(x - p2)(x - P3), where Pl >~ IP31 and Pl >/IPz]. Then Newton de- 
termines the following five classes: 
(1) Parabolic class. Two of the p's are conjugate complex, and one is 
real. The curve consists of a single branch. 
(2) Acnodal  class. Pe and P3 are real and equal. The curve has an 
isolated double point, or acnode. 
(3) Conchoidal class. The three p's are real and all different. The curve 
has two separate branches. 
(4) Crunodal (or strophoidal) class. Pl = Pc. The curve has a double 
point, or cnmode. 
(5) Cuspidal (or cissoidal) class'. Pl = Pe = P3. The curve has a cusp. 
For more details on Newton's classification, see [8]. 
The concept of a group did not exist in Newton's time, but from the 
modern perspective we see that Newton's classification involves the action of 
the complex projective linear group on the class of cubic curves. If this group 
is allowed to act on the quadratic curves, then the ellipse, hyperbola, and 
parabola are all equivalent. The general problem of interest is to classify the 
orbits of a given class of curves lmder the action of a specified group of 
transformations, uch as the projective group, affine group, or Euclidean 
group. The larger the group, the fewer the orbits, so it seems appropriate to 
begin such a study by considering the largest available group and then to 
consider the finer distinctions within the class of curves by considering the 
smaller groups. 
The problem of classifying curves under the action of various groups is 
closely related to certain problems in linear and multilinear algebra, which we 
now proceed to describe. 
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2. GENERALIZATION OF SYLVESTER'S LAW OF INERTIA 
a 2 Given a quadratic form Q(x, y)= aux 9 +2alzxy + z~y , it is natural to 
associate with Q a symmetric 2 × 2 matrix 
a l l  a12 1 
A = \a12 a~]  
and a symmetric bilinear form h, where h(el, e l )=al l ,  h(el, ez)= a12, 
h(e2, el) = a12, h(e2, e2) = a22, with ~=(el ,  e2) the standard basis of R 2. 
Here we have that 
(x ~A(;)=Q.,~. 
We declare two matrices A and B to be equivalent if they represent the same 
symmetric bilinear form (with respect o different bases). This equivalence 
relation amounts to the same thing as congruence. Two matrices A and B are 
congruent if there exists an invertible matrix P such that B = PTAP. A set of 
canonical forms for this equivalence r lation is 
1o) 1 1 _ -1 _o), (o  o), (o o), (1 0) ( o (o O)(o ° 
In the case of n × n matrices A, and P ~ GL(n, R), a set of canonical forms is 
o o) 
- I ,  0 , 
0 0 
where I, represents the r × r identity matrix, 0 ~< r ~< n, 0 ~< s ~< n, r + s ~< n. 
If P is allowed to be in GL(n,C), then a set of canonical forms is reduced to 
This list of canonical forms is usually called Sylvester's law of inertia. 
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Given a cubic form C(x,  y)  = anax  3 + 3a l l2x2y  + 3a122xy '2 + a2~2y :~, it is 
natural to associate with C a symmetric 2 × 2 × 2 triply subscripted array of 
numbers A as shown in Figure 1, which is what we shall refer to as a tensor in 
this paper. The symmetry means 
(/122 = (/122 = a2al, 
a122 = (/221 = a212. 
It is also natural to associate with C a symmetric trilinear form h, where 
h(e l ,  el,  ex) = an i ,  h(e l ,  el,  e2) = all2, h(e l ,  e2, e l )  = a l l  2 . . . . .  h (e  2, el,  e2) = 
am2, h(e2, e z, e2)= a222, where ~= (el, e2) is the standard basis of R 2. We 
declare two tensors to be equivalent if they represent he same symmetric 
trilinear form. If we write out the congruence relation for matrices entrywise 
and generalize to three subscripts, then this equivalence relation amounts to 
the same thing as representing the same symmetric trilinear form. In detail, 
let h : V × V ~ F be a bilinear form. Let b be a basis for V. The matrix A of 
the form h has entries A~k = h(b~, bk). If P is the change matrix from basis/~ 
to basis d, then A = PrBP ,  where B is the matrix of the form h relative to the 
basis 6. If we write A = pTBp entrywise, we obtain A/i = 52,,,~nP,,Pr, iB,~,,. 
Now let h : V × V x V ~ F be a tl-ilinear form. The tensor A of the form h 
relative to the basis b has entries A#k = (bi, b i, bk). If P is the change matrix 
from basis/~ to basis 6, then let B be the tensor of the form h relative to the 
basis 8. Then the relationship between A and B is A#k = 
~t]~mZnPliPmfPnkBtmn, which is a nahtral generalization of congruence of 
matrices. The extension of all this to arbitrary symmetric multilinear forms is 
obvious. 
Before finding the book of Gurevich [2], I was able to determine canonical 
forms for the symmetric 2 × E × 2 tensors. Let us derive the canonical forms 
from this point of view of representing the same symmetric trilinear form. 
Given the symmetric 2×2×2 tensor with aal 1 =a,  al~ 2 =a~21 = a2~ ~ =b,  
al22 = a212 = az21 = c, a22 z = d relative to the basis (e l ,  e2), consider the 
change of basis given by e 1 ~ ~kle 1 + e2, e 2 ~ e I + A4e2, where AIA4 - 1 v~ 0. 
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(We will keep in mind that this is not the most general change of basis.) Then 
the entries of the tensor relative to the new basis are 
a '= h(~le  1 + e 2, h ie  1 + e 2, hlez + e2) 
= ~a +3k~b +3~1c + d, 
b '= h(h le  1 + e 2, ~1el + e 2, e 1 + haez) 
= k~a +(~2X 4 q- 2~1)b  + (2Xl~k 4 + 1)c + ~k4d, 
C'= h(h le  I + e 2, e I + h4e 2, e I + ~4e2) 
= ?~xa + (2X,h 4 + 1)b + (Xlh24 + 2X4)C "q- X24 d, 
d '= h(e I + h4e 2, e I + ~4e2, e 1 + ~4e2) 
= a +3~4b +3~24 c + ~24d. 
The idea of the calculation is to try to diagonalize the tensor, i.e. find h 1 and 
h 4 so that b '= 0 = c'. This will not be possible in general, but we shall 
rediscover a nice set of canonical forms for this equivalence relation. 
First change basis so that b = 0. Next suppose that a 4: 0, d 4: 0. Then by 
considering e 1 ~ (1 /aW3)e l ,  e 2 ~ (1 /d l /a )e2 ,  we may assume a = 1, d = 1. 
Now try to diagonalize the tensor. This gives the equations 
h 2 + (2h lh  4 + 1)c + ?~4 = 0 
hx + (hlh  + + h 4-- 0. 
From the first equation we get 
-h~-c  1 
~4 - -  2hlc + 1 ' hi ¢ - 2-~' ~1~4 :~: 1. 
Plug this into the second equation and clear fractions to obtain 
X~c + h~ + ~3(2c2) + h~(4c)+ hi(1 - 3c3) + ( - c 2) = O. 
Thus, we require a solution of this such that 
-X~-c  1 
X4 = 2Xtc +-------~ ¢ ~1 " 
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Now if 
- 2~-  c 1 
2~1c + 1 )t I ' 
cross mult ip ly ing gives ~+3)k ic+l  =0.  Thus, in order to achieve our 
diagonal izat ion we require a solution to the fifth degree equat ion which is not 
a solution of the third degree equation. Now observe that X~c + k4 + ~3(2c2 ) 
+ ~(4c)+ X,(1 - 3c3)+( - c 2) = [X~c + ~i - c2] [)~ + 2~i(3c) +i]. By con- 
sidering the discriminant of X~c + ?~i- c2, we see that our diagonalization 
can be accomplished when c 3 > - 2. 
If c 3= - ' ~, then let )x 1 = -1 /2c .  Choose any )% such that )~1)~4 :~ 1. 
Then 2~+3hlC+l=0 and ~k2- l - (2 )k l )X4- l -1 )Cq- )x4=0.  Thus  a '=0=b' .  
Then e I --* (1/c)e 1, e 2 ---) (1/dl /3)e 2 reduces the tensor to a '= 0 = b',  c '=  1, 
d '  = 1. Now consider the change of basis e 1 ---) 2~1el, e 2 ---) e 1 + 2~4e2. Let 
2~4 = -3 ,  and let ~1 ~ 0, - :~.  Then we have finally reduced the tensor to 
a '=b '=d '=O,c '= l .  
Finally, if c3< -~,  I claim that we can make a '= 0 = d ' .  We require 
that 2,] +32~c + 1 = 0, ~34 +3~24 c + 1 = 0. We see that if 2~ satisfies the 
former, then 1/2~ l will satisfy the latter. Thus, we require that these equations 
have more than one real root. By e lementary calculus, when c < 0, 2~34 + 3c)~24 
+ 1 has a positive local max imum at ~ 4 = 0 and has a negative local min imlun  
at ~4 = -2c  precisely when c3< -~.  Thus 2~34 +3cA24 + 1 = 0 has three 
dist inct real roots when c 3 < - l .  Therefore we can make a '  = 0 = d ' .  Now 
by consider ing a change of basis e 1 ~ )k le l ,  e 2 -~  ) t2e  2 ()k 1 = ( - c/b2) 1/3, 
)~2 = i /b [ (  - c/b2)l/a]z), we can reduce to a '  = 0 = d ' ,  b '  = 1, c '  = - 1. We 
leave it to the reader to show that this can be reduced to a '= 1, d '=  O, 
c '  = - 1, d '  = O. Observe that e I --, - e I + e2, e 2 ~ e 1 + e 2 reduces a '  = 1 = c',  
b '=  0 = d '  to a '=  1 = d ' ,  b '=  0 = c'. We can now make a table of the 
canonical  forms: 
a '  b '  c '  d '  
1 0 0 1 
1 0 -1  0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
It remains to show that these are distinct. This is left to the reader. 
After performing these calculations, I found Gurevich's Foundations of  
the Theory of  Algebraic Invariants. There I found a discussion of canonical  
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0 0 0 0 l -1  
1 1 0 
0 0 
0 0 I 0 0 0 1 -i 0 0 
Fro. 2. 
forms for the cubic b inary forms ax 3 + 3bx2y  + 3cxy  ~ + dy 3 and realized that 
the equivalence relation here amounts  to the same thing as the equivalence 
relation for symmetr ic  2 × 2 × 2 tensors discussed above. In any event, a set of 
canonical  forms for the latter equivalence relation is shown in F igure 2. If one 
allows the group GL(2 ,C)  to act on the 2×2×2 symmetr ic  tensors, then 
there are four canonical  forms, obta ined by delet ing the fourth box in the list. 
Based on the discussion in [2] of canonical  forms for the quartic b inary 
forms ax4+4bx3y+6cxay2+4dxy3+ey 4, a set of canonical  forms for 
2×2×2 symmetr ic  tensors is as follows: Let  A =(aqkt ) ,  i, ~ k, l = 1,2. The 
canonical  forms are: 
(1) 
(2) 
wise. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(S) 
am× = 1, ao(u.~) = ~t, az~ z = 1,/~ < - ½; aiykl = 0 otherwise. 
alli{ or, ao(H22)  otl~ , a222 = or, i.t > = = - ~, a = + 1; aijkl = 0 other- 
am1 = 1, ao(n22) =/~, az~ = - 1; a~jkt = 0 otherwise. 
ao(m2 ~ = 1; aqk t = 0 otherwise. 
a ~jkt = O. 
ao(n~ ) = _ 1, azz ~ = ___ 1; aot a = 0 otherwise. 
ao(u9.o ) = a; aqk t = 0 otherwise. 
ami  = y, ao(u~ ) = -/ /3,  a2z ~ = y, y = + 1; a~ykt = 0 otherwise. 
(9) am1 = + 1; aljkl = 0 otherwise. 
Here, o denotes any permutat ion of the indicated subscripts. The list given 
classifies the orbits of the symmetr ic  2 × 2 × 2 × 2 tensors under  the action of 
GL(2,R) .  If the larger group GL(2,C) is allowed to act, then the list of 
canonical  forms is reduced to: 
(1) aml  = 1, aa(u~ ) = 6/~, az~ z = 1,/x ~ ___ ~. 
(2 )  aa( l122  ) = 6, az~z~ = 1; aiykt = 0 otherwise. 
(3) ao(n~ ) = 6; aqk t = 0 otherwise. 
(4) ao(niz) = 4; aiikt = 0 otherwise. 
(5) aml  = 1; aqk t = 0 otherwise. 
(6) aqk t = O. 
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Evidently Cayley and Sylvester were the first to determine canonical 
forms for the cubic binary forms in 1860. In addition to this, one can find an 
extensive discussion of the classification of cubics in The Collected Mathe- 
matical Papers of Cayley. However, the various classifications do not seem to 
settle the question of equivalence under the action of various groups. In 1890 
Hilbert posed the general problem of finding a complete set of invariants and 
in a separate paper suggested a method for finding this set. Around 1960 
Mtunford began the study of moduli spaces, in which not only is a set of 
canonical forms determined, but the set is given the structure of an affine 
algebraic variety. Nevertheless it seems that certain aspects of cubic forms 
and cubic functionals have not been investigated. 
3. CUBIC FORMS AND CUBIC FUNCTIONALS 
As we have seen, canonical forms for expressions of the form 
)~i. j, kAqkx~xjxk seem to be a question of classical invariant heory. However, 
if we add lower order terms, we would say that the question has more of the 
flavor of algebraic geometry. Given an expression of the form )Zi. j, kA#kx~xjxk 
+3~.~,jB~ix~xj+3Eigx~ + 7, the /-invariant of algebraic geometry classifies 
such expressions up to isomorphism. (See [3].) It is also of interest o classify 
the orbits of this family under the action of various groups. Here we wish to 
suggest a possible approach to this problem from the perspective of multilin- 
ear algebra. 
DEFINITION. If V is a finite dimensional vector space over a field F, a 
cubic form q on V is a function q: V ~ F such that (1) q( - v) = - q(v) Vv, 
and (2) 6h(u ,v ,w)=q(u+v+w)-q(u+v) -q (u+w) -q(v+w)+ 
q(u)+ q(v)+ q(w) is a trilinear form (necessarily symmetric) h: V × V × V 
---, F. We say that h is obtained by "polarizing" q. It is clear how higher 
order forms should be defined. 
Although it is interesting to think of any field F, in this paper we shall 
only think of F = R or C. It should be checked that q(3u)= 27q(u) and 
q(0)  = o. 
It can be proved that each symmetric tfilinear form h : V x V × V --, F 
uniquely defines a cubic form q:V ~ F according to q (~ = h(~, ~, 6). 
Let/~= (/~1,"" ,bn) be a fixed basis of V. Relative to b, there is a bijection 
from cubic forms via symmetric trilinear forms to symmetric tensors of order 
3. The tensor of a cubic form q, relative to the basis b,is Aqk = ~. [q(/~ +/~j + 
bk) -- q(~ + bj) - q(~ + l~k) - q(bj + bk) + q(~)+ q(bj)+ q( bk) ]. In particu- 
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lar, Ai ,  = q(~i)- As we have seen, canonical forms for these cubic forms in 
the case n = 2 are provided by our generalization f Sylvester's law of inertia, 
which, as we recall, is essentially a translation of classical canonical forms for 
cubic binary forms. A complete set of arithmetic invariants for the action of 
GL(2, C) on cubic binary forms can be found in [2]. For example, in [2] the 
rank of a symmetric ovariant tensor ai~i~.~ T is defined to be the number of 
vectors which are linearly independent among all covariant vectors of the 
form ~2.  ~2 ~ i, where x~, x3,. x r are r -  1 arbitrary con- . , i ra i i~i3. . . i rX2 X3  . . .X  r , • . ,  
travariant vectors. It is also of interest o ask for a complete set of arithmetic 
invariants directly in terms of the form q or its polarized symmetric trilinear 
form h. For example, in [5] the radical R Q of the quadratic from Q is defined 
as follows: RQ = { u: u ~ V and v ~ V =* Q(u + v) = Q(u)+ Q(v)}. In terms 
of the polarized symmetric bilinear form h, the radical may be described as 
the set of those vectors u ~ Vwith h(u, v) = 0 for every v ~ V. It is then easy 
to prove that the rank of Q is equal to dimV - dim RQ. 
Now given the cubic form q, let h be the polarized symmetric trilinear 
form of q. Two possible definitions of the radical of this q are: 
(1) {u :h (u ,v ,w)=0Vv,  w~V) ,  
(2) ( (u ,v )~ V X V: h (u ,v ,w)=O Vw ~ V}. 
The accompanying possible definitions of rank are 
(1) dimV - dim Ro, 
(2) dim(V x V) -  d imR o. 
Which is the right pair of definitions? Similar questions for higher order forms 
and their polarized symmetric multilinear forms may be of interest. 
Let P, P', P" be affine spaces over the field F, and let P~, P'~, and P"*  
denote the corresponding translation spaces. Let F ° denote the affine space 
corresponding to F considered as a vector space. It is routine to verify that to 
each triaffine functional b:P  × P"× P"~ F o there is a unique trilinear 
form h:P#×P'#)<P"#- - - )F  such that h(p -q ,  p ' -q ' ,  p" -q" )= 
b(p ,p ' ,p" )  - b(p ,p ' ,q" )  - b(p ,q ' ,p" )  + b(p ,q ' ,q" )  - b(q ,p ' ,p" )  + 
b(q ,p ' ,q" )  + b(q ,q ' ,p" )  - b (q ,q ' ,q" ) fo ra l lp ,  q~P,p ' ,q '~P ' ,p" ,q ' "  
P". If P = P '= P", then b symmetric implies h symmetric, h is called the 
trace of b, and we write h = b #. 
It is also routine to verify that given Po ~ P, P~ ~ P', P~' ~ P ' ,  there are 
unique linear forms f :  P# ~ F, f ' :  P 'z  ---, F, f " :  P"  # ~ F and unique bilinear 
forms gol: P~× P'~---' F, go9.: P#× P"#---' F, glz: P '#× P"#---' F such that 
b(w + Po, w' + p~, w'" + pg) = b#(w, w', w")+ go~(W, w')+ go2(W, w")+ 
W t ! p! glz( ,w" )+f (w)+f ' (w ' )+f" (w" )+b(Po ,  Po, Po) holds for all vectors w 
i t  t _ p t  P#, w' ~ P'#, w" ~ P"~. If P = P '  = P , Po = Po - P0, and b is symmet- 
ric, then f = f '=  f " ,  gox = go2 = g12, and b # is symmetric as a trilinear form. 
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t tt If x i are coordinates in P, xj are coordinates in P', and x k are coordinates 
in P', then 
b(w + Po, w'+ p~, w" + p?) = ~. xix;x~'Aip + 5~x x'B °I ~,.=# i j i j  
i , j ,  k i, j 
• -~ t p tn  12  
+ Ex,x~'BZ + cxjx~.~ + Ec,% 
i , k  j , k  
+ Ec~, ;+ E '~ "" " kXk + T .  
j k 
DEFINITION. A function c: P --, F o on an affine space P over F is a 
cubic functional when the formula 
b(u ,v ,w)  = c[~u + ~v + ~w] ~7_ c[½u + ½v] 
- c [~+~w]~ 
+ c(,,)~ + d,>)~ + c(w)~ 
defines a symmetric triaffine functional b: P × P × P -~ F o, called the func- 
tional obtained by polarizing c. 
It is routine to verify that every symmetric triaffine functional b: P Y P x 
P --) F o may be obtained by polarizing exactly one cubic functional; namely, 
the functional c: P --) F ° with c(p) = b(p, p, ]9) for all ]9. 
In terms of coordinates 
~,/,k=l i , j= l  i=1 
Here n is the dimension of P, A is an n × n X n symmetric tensor, B is an 
n × n symmetric matrix, C is a list of scalars, and )' is a scalar. The overriding 
question is: How much can the expression be simplified by an appropriate 
choice of origin and coordinates? The definitions and statements above for 
higher order functionals are clear. 
Can we classify intrinsically, without referring to a choice of coordinates, 
the cubic flmctionals under the action of the affine group? Let c : P --) F be a 
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cubic functional. The polarized symmetric trilinear functional b: P × P × P 
F has as trace a symmetric trilinear form b #: P# × P# × P# ~ F, which in 
turn can be obtained as the polarized trilinear form of a cubic form g: P# ~ F. 
We call this cubic form g the trace g = c # of c. In terms of coordinates, this 
trace is just the function given by the cubic terms EAipx ix jx  k of c. 
If c is a quadratic functional and if c # is its trace, then the radical of c # is 
the set of those vectors u ~ P# for which c#(v + u) = c#(v)  for every v ~ P#. 
In [5] the center of the quadratic functional c is defined to be the subset of P 
consisting of all those points q ~ P such that c(w + q) = c* (w)+ c(q)  for all 
w ~ P#. What is the right analogue (if there is any) of the center for cubic 
functionals? 
An obvious goal in the study of cubic functionals under the action of the 
affine group is to try to obtain analogues of the following theorem [5, 
p. 438-440] and its corollary, in which MacLane and Birkhoff intrinsically 
classify the quadratic functionals in terms of radical and center and then 
relate this characterization to the description in terms of coordinates: 
THEOREM. Let c: P ~ F be a quadratic functional on an n-dimensional 
aff ine space P over F. Then the center o f  c is either empty or an aff ine 
subspace o f  P. In the f irst case, the rank o f  c is less than n, while for a 
suitable origin P0 and suitable coordinates z 1 . . . . .  z n in P#, c is c (w + P0)= 
alz2t + "'" + arz z, +2zr+l,  zi = z i (w) ,  for scalars a 1 . . . . .  a r, none zero; more- 
over, the radical o f  c # is the subspace z 1 . . . . .  z~ = 0. I f  the center C o f  c is 
an aff lne subspace o f  P, its direction D( C) is the radical o f  c #, and c has the 
same value c( q )= 8 for all points q in the center. For an origin P0 in the 
center and suitable coordinates z1 . . . . .  z ,  in P#, c is c (w + p0) = a lz  ~ + 
• . .  + arz ~ + 8, z i = z i (w) , fo rsca la rs  a 1 . . . . .  a,,  none zero, and the centero f  
c is the subspace o f  all points w + P0 with z l (w  ) . . . . .  ZF(W ) = O. 
COROLLARY. Let P be an aff ine space over R. Two quadratic function- 
als c, c' : P --* R are aff ine equivalent i f  and only i f  they have the same rank 
and the same signature and are either both centerless or both centered, with 
the same value on all points o f  their respective centers. 
Finally we consider equivalence under the action of the Euclidean group. 
Since this group is smaller than the aifine group, there will be more orbits. I 
have no results on the classification of cubic hmctionals; I merely suggest that 
it is of interest o consider this problem. In the case of quadratic functionals, 
the eigenvalues of the associated symmetric matrix are among the parameters 
which determine the orbits. In the case of cubic hmctionals, we should look 
for some parameters which play a role analogous to eigenvalues for the 
associated symmetric tensor. In the case of quadratic functionals c, the linear 
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trace of c plays a role in the classification under the action of the Euclidean 
group. It seems clear that one can define a bilinear trace for a cubic 
functional. The goal is then to find an analogue of the following theorem and 
its corollary taken from MacLane and Birkhoff [5, p. 446]: 
THEOREM. A quadratic functional c: P ~ R o f  rank r on a Euclidean 
space P has a list o f t  nonzero real eigenvalues X 1 . . . . .  X r. Let M be the norm 
o f  the linear trace o f  c on its radical. I f  M 4: O, then r < n and the center o f  c 
is empty; for a suitable orthonormal frame with origin/90, c has' the form 
c(w +/90)= Xlz ~ + . . -  + Xrz ~ +2Mzr+ 1, where the z~ = z i (w ) are the n 
coordinates o f  w relative to this frame. I f  M = O, the center o f  c is not em/gty; 
for a suitable orthonormal frame with an origin/9o in the center, c has, the 
form 
c(w+/9o)=X~z~ + . . .  + ~rZ~ +8,  
where 8 is the (constant) value o f  c on points o f  its' center. 
COROL~a~Y. Two quadratic functionals c, c': P ~ R are Euclidean 
equivalent i f  and only i f  they agree in the following invariants: rank, 
eigenvalues, norm o f  linear trace, value in center. 
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